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Sheryl Mosley:  

Welcome to the Walker. I'm Sheryl Mosley, film curator, and we are celebrating our 50th Regis Dialogue                 

Retrospective with Joel and Ethan Coen. And it's on the 25th anniversary of their debut, Blood Simple, and upon the                    

release of their 14th feature, the Minnesota made, A Serious Man. I'm really pleased to be able to introduce to you                     

tonight's guests. But before I do that, I want to thank the Regis Foundation, and as you can see from the screen that                       

you have been watching, the history of this program, and you can see by our past guests, that the innovative and                     

influential filmmakers of our time have been on this stage. The Regis Program is in its 19th year and it's the                     

Foundation's generosity and sustained commitment that allows us to realize this mission. We look forward to future                 

events as we reach our 20th anniversary next year. Thank you. 

Sheryl Mosley:  

I want to thank Bruce Jenkins, who was film curator at Walker until 1999. He started this program and I want to thank                       

you to... yes to Bruce, thank you, that was great. I wish he could be with us tonight. I want to thank Myron Kunin from                         

Regis foundation and Anita Kunin who have been so encouraging to me for these last 10 years. Thank you, Myron. I                     

know you're out there. 

Sheryl Mosley:  

Okay. Just one quick note. I want to say that no cameras, no cell phones, no recording devices, no tweeting during                     

this event tonight, okay? I'm going to give you a minute just to make sure all your devices are off, and while you're                       

doing that, I'm going to just tell you a little bit more about this evening. Directly after the onstage conversation, and                     

there will not be a Q and A with the audience tonight, but there is a reception right afterwards, right outside the                      

cinema doors. We welcome you all to join us to celebrate this momentous evening. 

Sheryl Mosley:  

And then I want to say that the Regis Program is not only the dialogue, but we are in the midst of the 13 Film                         

Retrospective. It's great to see the Coen brothers’ films again, if you've seen them before, and especially projected                  

here in 35 millimeter in our cinema. The newest film, A Serious Man, opens next Friday, October 2nd, at Landmark                    

Uptown Theater. I hope you'll go see that, definitely. Tonight, indeed, is a special event. Joel and Ethan Coen in                    

conversation with Elvis Mitchell. 

Sheryl Mosley:  

Elvis Mitchell has hosted The Treatment with its inside look at the creators of popular culture on KCRW, since it first                     

aired in April 1996. He has served as the film critic at The New York Times from January 2000 to May of 2005. He's                        

the former entertainment critic for NPR's Weekend Edition and has been also a film critic at the Fort Worth Star                    

Telegram, the L.A. Weekly and the Detroit Free Press. He's been an editor at large at Spin Magazine and is a special                      

correspondent for Interview Magazine, and has hosted the Turner Classic Movies interview program, Under The               

Influence. 

Sheryl Mosley:  
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If that was not enough, Elvis, among all the other things, and there's a lot of lists of awards and everything that's in                       

your program notes, he also produced and co-created The Black List: Volume 1, a documentary focusing on                 

achievement in the African-American community, that debuted at the 2008 Sundance Film Festival, where Elvis               

Mitchell has served twice as the dramatic competition jury, on the jury, and its sequel, Black List: Volume 2, which                    

was on HBO last February. This is the third time Elvis has hosted a Regis Dialogue. He was here with Spike Lee in                       

1996, and with Guy Madden in 2004. 

Sheryl Mosley:  

The Walker has had a long and sustained relationship with the Coen brothers and the Coen brothers’ films, in that we                     

presented the pre-release screening of Blood Simple, here at the Walker, before it opened the next day at the                   

Cooper Theater. Remember the Cooper? And Joel was here for the pre-release of Barton Fink in 1991. Thanks to                   

our archivist, I have program notes from the very first screening of Blood Simple, in this very room, on March 13th,                     

1985 and I'm going to quote a few of those notes. 

Sheryl Mosley:  

It says, "Joel, the director, because I'm the oldest, is a graduate of New York University Film School. Ethan, the                    

producer, studied philosophy at Princeton. They wrote the script together with minimum arguing, they say, because                

their tastes are so similar. They get along so well, in fact, that they plan to collaborate for the rest of their careers,                       

because as Ethan puts it, two heads are better than none." They went on to collaborate for 13 more films. Now we                      

consider this a mid-career retrospective, because we know there is a lot more to look forward to and that we are                     

really hoping that they will return to the Walker for the 50th anniversary of Blood Simple. Please welcome Elvis                   

Mitchell, Joel Coen and Ethan Coen. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

I have to say, until I got to Minneapolis, I never understood you guys. Now I feel like I completely know you. It's                       

fascinating just to watch the movies again, especially watching Fargo, which completely made sense to me. I know                  

The Serious Man is really your Minneapolis movie, but there's a lot of stuff in there. For example, I'm going to show a                       

clip in a second, but I always thought that talk show that runs just before the kidnapping was something you made                     

up. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. I forgot about that talk show. 

Ethan Coen:  

Carter's cue for that was perfect, the morning show chimes... Well, in fact, we made it up and we didn't make make it                       

up. We shot it- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

But it's based on something. 

Ethan Coen:  

Who was it again? It was a... God, I can't remember. Anybody? 
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Speaker 1:  

Steve Engleman. 

Ethan Coen:  

Steve Engleman, yeah that's right. 

Joel Coen:  

And it was something about taking a riverboat trip down the Nile, right? And making holidazzle eggs at home. That's                    

not made up, of course, that's a real thing. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

See? Exactly. But this gets me to a question I've always wanted to ask you guys. I can't think of any of the                       

filmmakers who use place so centrally in their movies. The city means so much where the movies are set. I wonder                     

where that comes from for you guys. You hear this cliche a lot, the city is a character, but the city really makes sense                        

for each one of the movies. And I wonder where that comes from. It starts with with Blood Simple. 

Joel Coen:  

Well it is true that it's hard for us to imagine a story, or develop a story without having a really strong specific sense of                         

where it's taking place. That is sometimes where we start. That might've been true, to a certain extent, with Fargo                    

too. I think we were thinking, let's do a movie that's set in Minnesota. It was the idea of sort of setting a movie here in                          

the wintertime and being interested in specifically this place as a setting in the wintertime that started us thinking                   

about what the story might be. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah. I don't know why that is. There are people who make movies and there's a cop and he has a buddy and they're                        

in Seattle, or it could be Pittsburgh, but the guy's his buddy. Some of them are good, but I don't even know why we                        

do think about the place kind of informing the story or the characters or... That's a lot of why we felt some kind of                        

affinity for the Cormac McCarthy thing. It seemed very West Texas and the characters were unambiguously West                 

Texas. It had that virtue. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

But also that thing too, where even though you made a lot of period movies, even your contemporary movies, you                    

really can't tell when they're set. And that really lent itself to, when is it set, exactly? 

Joel Coen:  

No Country, or- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Yeah, No Country. 

Joel Coen:  
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Well, No Country and... Actually we've done three movies. No Country actually was more of a period movie than the                    

other two, but we've done three movies, No Country, Fargo and The Big Lebowski that we made, but set in the sort of                       

recent past as opposed to the distant past. No Country is a bit of an exception, because when we made it, it was                       

actually, it really was a period. It was set in 1980 and we were making it in 2000 whatever it was. But on the other                         

hand, not much changes in West Texas- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

It's kinda always 1980 in West Texas. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah, exactly. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

But I just wondered though, when you sit down and you start to work on a project, something... let's start with Blood                      

Simple, for example. Was it key for you guys to set it in Texas? Was that part of what you wanted to do with it, or did                           

the characters grow out of that, or what happened with it? 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah well, again, the place was... it was part of how we started thinking about the story, especially then in the 80s. It                       

was written, made in the early/mid '80s. There were a couple of pretty famous, at the time, well known kind of                     

passion murder stories that had taken place in Texas, kind of trials that had gotten a lot of lurid coverage. That that                      

whole kind of passion-murder triangle, domestic melodrama thing seemed particularly Texan, just at the time. 

Joel Coen:  

And there were sort of practical... We knew the area that we were shooting in. It was sort of... There were a lot of                        

things that went into it. It was partly an exercise in writing a movie for a place that we knew we could produce                       

something where we had people that would work on it and we could do it on a budget. There were a lot of different                        

actual things that went into the decision to set it there, but as far as the story is concerned, yeah, we were thinking                       

let's do something that's specifically a Texas story, or what we thought was a Texas story. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

It was also, too, because not many people are shooting in Austin in those days. I just thought maybe it was partially                      

doing something in a place that we really hadn't seen much in movies before. 

Joel Coen:  

Well that is true. There was less happening down there then, but no, it wasn't that reason. It was more that we had                       

spent some time down there and knew people who would help us make the movie there. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

And you talked about some real cases kind of inspiring that one, but they're sort of a real case inspired Fargo too,                      

right, or did it? 

Ethan Coen:  
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Oh yeah. 

Joel Coen:  

Did it? 

Ethan Coen:  

We did make the claim at the beginning of the movie that it was based on a true story. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Well, there's that, yes. 

Joel Coen:  

We were actually surprised how long that fiction persisted, actually. 

Ethan Coen:  

A journalist put it to us once. He said, "The only thing true about it is that it's a story," and I actually think that we used                           

that line in the Cormac McCarthy movie. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Wait a second now, and we've talked about this before, but I just wanted you to explain that it's just a taking off point.                        

It reminds me of the story about the original first line for Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, which is, "Not that it                       

matters, but most of what happens is true." And you guys almost take a spinning on that, because whenever people                    

see true story, they have a different connection to a movie. That was one that was part of the reason you did that. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah that's true, they do. They allow you to do things that they won't allow you to do if they think it's all made up. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

How do you mean? 

Ethan Coen:  

Well, you can be more digressive. Stuff happens that has nothing to do with the plot line, but you put it in because it                        

actually happened. If you claim it actually happened, you can... 

Joel Coen:  

Why did you have the scene with the Japanese guy? Because that's what happened. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

And on that note, why don't we take a look at a scene from Fargo. Just remind you of what a true story really looks                         

like. 

Elvis Mitchell:  
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Now this is a... and you guys have done this a few times. You start working on a movie and then you hit a roadblock                         

or something, you go back to the script. How many times has that happened to you before? Because it happened                    

with this one, right? 

[Clip from Fargo] 

Ethan Coen:  

Yes, it did. Had it happened before? For some reason we got stuck two-thirds of the way through writing this script.                     

We would fire up the computer for weeks, months, and the last typed line would still be, interior Shep's apartment,                    

Carl is humping the escort. Carl is Steve Buscemi's character and there's a scene in the movie where he's with a                     

woman from an escort service. Now the plot goes on from there, but for months we couldn't figure out, well what                     

happens next? You think, well that's child's play that Shep, the the guy's apartment it is, would come in and beat the                      

shit out of Steve Buscemi. But for some reason, we didn't see it. We started working on something else. I can't- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Barton Fink? 

Joel Coen:  

O Brother. 

Ethan Coen:  

Was it O Brother? 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah, it was O Brother. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. But it is true that we spent at least two or three depressing months turning the computer on and looking at that                       

line. 

Ethan Coen:  

Carl is humping the escort. 

Joel Coen:  

Fade in Shep's apartment, Carl is humping the escort. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

And what broke the spell? Because I thought you guys started work on Barton Fink. 

Joel Coen:  
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No, that was when we were writing... That's true. It did sort of happen in Miller's Crossing also. We were writing                     

Miller's Crossing and and the plot was so complicated, I think we kind of got lost in it somehow and again, couldn't                      

figure out where it went from wherever it was that we were stuck, and started writing Barton Fink. I think we probably                      

wrote most of Barton Fink before we came back to finish the other script. That was earlier. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

How often does that happen? Because it seems like once you start on something else, it sort of frees you up to get                       

back to where you were lost before. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah sometimes I think it's helpful not to think about it too hard. You go off and think about something else. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Because we think of you guys are being, primarily as writers. I just wonder for you, at what point you start thinking                      

like directors. Because directing is problem solving. I wonder if that comes into play as you're working on a script and                     

you figure, oh this is the way to break this? 

Joel Coen:  

I think we both think about it, what we're doing, what we're sort of writing directorially while we're writing it. I think we                       

think about, to a certain extent, you think about... You have ideas about what you're going to do, sort of down the                      

road when you're actually making it real, as opposed to just sort of saying, "Well here it is and it's somebody else's                      

problem." But that varies too. That varies from script to script and parts of the script, and sometimes you do just                     

blithely go, "I don't know how the hell we or anyone else is going to do this, but this is what happens." 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Was O Brother an easier one to write straight through? 

Joel Coen:  

Do you remember? 

Ethan Coen:  

Not really. Actually, I think we stopped near the beginning of that too for a movie or two. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah, it took us a while to realize we were writing The Odyssey. 

Ethan Coen:  

No, that's true. We had a three dopes movie. We wrote three dopes chained together as a hallowed genre. And so                     

we knew it was that, and before we realized that it was actually kind of a revisiting of The Odyssey, we kind of                       

thrashed around through another couple of movies. 

Elvis Mitchell:  
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Because we talked about this before, because that's on that always made me think, at some point in all your movies,                     

somebody gets punched in the face, which is a very Three Stooges kind of... the dope slap. And that seemed like in                      

addition to your Odyssey movie, also kind of your Three Stooges movie. 

Joel Coen:  

Well yeah, it sort of is, yeah. It's either that, or I remember at one point, I think you were comparing and talking to Tim                         

Nelson or John Turturro, I can't remember, the Laurel and Hardy dynamic where they're both idiots, but by common                   

consent one of them thinks the other is smarter. 

Ethan Coen:  

Which would be Clooney's character. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

And then also that's kind of like the height of the dumbest guy who talks too much and thinks he's the smartest guy in                        

the room, because if he's always talking, then he must be the smartest person around. 

Joel Coen:  

Exactly. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

That's something you guys do a lot too, people who just can't get out of their own way and talk too much. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah. Actually whenever we write for, I don't know why, George Clooney, it's that guy. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Really? When you were working on Burn After Reading, you thought, oh this has got to be Clooney because he just                     

can't shut up about stuff that's completely inconsequential? 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. We always make him a very verbose character. It's true. That was true in the three things that we've done with                      

him. Although it's also true, he may be getting tired of it, because on the last day of shooting Burn After Reading, he                       

said, "All right, that's it boys. I've played my last idiot." 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Well, let's take a look at him playing his first idiot for the Coens in O Brother, Where Art Thou? 

[Clip from O Brother, Where Art Thou?] 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Where do you even start talking about a scene like that? I have to say as a black person, seeing the KKK in a                        

musical number is a dream come true for me. 
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Joel Coen:  

Well, the interesting thing, I don't know if we've ever told you this, but a lot of those guys who were in the KKK scene                         

under the hoods were black. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

You did tell me that. 

Joel Coen:  

Because it was a army marching troupe. All night long there were these guys coming up and saying, "This is really                     

interesting and really, really weird to be wearing this." 

Ethan Coen:  

Then you'd see them when we broke, you'd see a line of really, I don't know... obedient KKK guys, in line for the one                        

port-a-potty each, with the hood his arm. It's one of those weird movie things. 

Joel Coen:  

We actually shot that at the Disney Ranch, north of L.A. Most of the movie was done in Mississippi, but this was a                       

scene we decided not to shoot in Mississippi. 

Ethan Coen:  

There was a gap in the trees. There's a highway going past the Disney Ranch, so people driving by at night could                      

see a glimpse of a- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Burning cross- 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah, and the KKK dancing in formation. Nobody complained. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Well that's one part of L.A. To stay away from. Now I know that. But one of the things I've always loved about that                        

scene is that they're doing this stage whisper to Tommy, Chris Thomas Smith, and none of the other KKK guys hear                     

them. It's just, "We're going to get you out of here." 

Elvis Mitchell:  

"I don't think so." And nobody else is reacting to it. It's really a wonderful moment. That's such a great conception that                      

nobody hears. When did it occur to you to stage it like that? 

Joel Coen:  

Well, the whole scene is sort of... We've talked about this, Ethan and I before, in that almost every movie you make is                       

just an attempt to remake The Wizard of Oz. 
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Elvis Mitchell:  

Including your new one. It ends with a Wizard of Oz scene. 

Joel Coen:  

That was kind of a Wizard of Oz-y thing. Dorothy's whispering in a stage... they break into the castle at the end. Then                       

they're trying to rescue Dorothy. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Dorothy yeah, but you talk about complication, there's a scene with a cyclops, O Death being sung, and a midget                    

KKK member. There are so many things to hit in that scene that it's just kind of mind blowing what it must have taken                        

to assemble all of that. And just in terms of sheer spectacle too. How long did it take to work that out? Because you                        

talked about having to go back to it. It seems like each of the big set pieces has kind of a life of its own, each musical                           

number. I wonder how long it took to do each, and where they came from? 

Joel Coen:  

How long did it take us to shoot that scene? Was it two or three days? 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah, at least two or three nights. The biggest production problem... Actually, I don't know what you're asking. Just in                    

terms of production? It was lighting and getting that great big, interactive, flickering light. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. To make it appear as if they were being lit like the big cross. But no, it wasn't... I wouldn't say that that was sort                          

of the biggest production challenge, necessarily, of the movie. I say that, I'm trying to think of, well, what was? 

Ethan Coen:  

It was like, yeah that's complicated in the kind of garden variety way that movies are complicated. There a prerecord                    

of... Yeah, a prerecord of Ralph Stanley singing the song and Wayne, the guy, lip syncing, and of course you need                     

your little person. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. But it was... lots of extras and the choreography which had to be sort of worked out just on the spot, the night                        

we were shooting it and- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

You worked on it just that night, just with those people? 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah Bill and Jay, they had worked with them a little bit. Yeah. It wasn't ridiculously complicated. Actually, the harder                    

nights on that show, harder days on that show were when we were shooting... There's a scene where actually Homer                    

Stokes is ridden out of town on a rail. And that whole thing that we did with Charlie Durning and the big auditorium                       

that was shot down in Vicksburg, which is also a big sort of huge scene full of extras and lots of music happening.                       
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That was both live recording and pre-recording and Tim Nelson sang a song live in that and then we also had                     

prerecords to do. All that stuff is a little bit more complicated. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

He sang that song live? 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. He sang that Jimmy Rogers song live, yeah. 

Ethan Coen:  

That backing track was pre-recorded, but he was singing live, yeah. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Oh my gosh! What made you decide, because that's a pretty complicated thing to do, having somebody sing live to a                     

track. Was the movie not hard enough, you had to add to your difficulty or something? 

Ethan Coen:  

Well, he was the only one of our three actors who could actually sing. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Oh, tell them the story about getting Clooney to sing, because that's pretty... 

Ethan Coen:  

Well Clooney wanted to sing. And, he sort of auditioned his singing for us and then had the good sense to fire                      

himself. But, it's a hard idiom to sing, if you know that's not your thing. His voice is actually fine. But, he knew it would                         

be better if Dan Tyminsky, the guy who ended up singing, he's a member of Allison Krauss' band. He ended up doing                      

the actual singing. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

I wonder, when did it occur to you to make that a musical? Because, you talked about it taking you a while to figure                        

out that it was The Odyssey. At what point was it a musical? 

Ethan Coen:  

Oh, that was really early. Again, connected to the region. Thinking about making a Southern movie of that period,                   

that kind of music is something we always liked. So, that figured in or thinking about it from the beginning, not as a                       

musical per se, in that the music has always kind of motivated. I mean, it's not people bursting into song, but we                      

always kind of knew that music would figure in it in a big way. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Music really is the big dramatic catalyst and every one of those scenes. And, you knew that from the outset. 

Ethan Coen:  

Right. 
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Elvis Mitchell:  

Because, music has always been so important to you guys. And I just wonder, when you think back to Raising                    

Arizona or Miller's Crossing, at what point you decide what the music is going to be? When does that occur to you? 

Joel Coen:  

It depends. Often, usually, actually, it's a mix of musical ideas that are included or written into the script, and then                     

stuff that comes after the fact. And, that was true to a certain extent of O Brother, where some of the stuff was written                        

in the script. Some of the particular songs that were used in the movie, ultimately, were in the script. And, some of                      

them were things that T Bone brought later. And then, the other things that we've done with T Bone have been the                      

same. The Big Lebowski, we had specific songs, and a sort of musical feeling that we wanted in the movie, and then,                      

T Bone. And, I'd say maybe half of that was written into the script and half of it was stuff that T Bone brought to it                          

later. 

Joel Coen:  

Actually, the way we met T Bone was that he had... We'd known T Bone for a long time, because he had seen                       

Raising Arizona, and was amused by the fact that we played Beethoven on a banjo in that. Which was actually an                     

idea that we stole Pete Seeger. We had a record where Pete Seeger did that, when we were kids. But, that's why we                       

got to know him. And then, about 10 years later we made a movie with him. We knew him for a while before we made                         

the movie. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Yeah, it frequently does have happen early. It is some weird way of crystallizing how you're thinking about the movie.                    

Even the case of The Big Lebowski, in a way that's obscure to us, that the Bob Dylan song, “The Man in Me” that is                         

near the beginning of the movie and then comes back. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah, the very beginning. It's that first song. Yeah, we knew we wanted that. And, somehow, just thinking about that.                    

And, I'm talking about even just the writing process, helped us think about how things feel, how the movie would feel,                     

what we were doing. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

But, you're talk about this, and we were just talking backstage a little bit, about how it came to you to use Surrealistic                       

Pillow in Serious Man. 

Joel Coen:  

Well, it was sort of similar. We had certain ideas about the kind of movie we wanted to make, in a real general way.                        

And then, we had sort of some also very general... We had this idea about using that song fairly early on, that                      

“Somebody to Love” from Surrealistic Pillow. So yeah, sometimes it's there from the beginning. And then, sometimes,                 

again, from the latest movie, using that Hendricks song “Machine Gun,” during that one sequence, was something                 

that didn't occur to us until we were cutting. 

Elvis Mitchell:  
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I want to see, because I think that there's a great piece of music we're about to show of the “Danny Boy” scene from                        

Miller's Crossing. Which, in itself, plays like a musical number, almost. So, let's take a look at that and I'll have you                      

guys talk about it afterwards. 

[Clip from Miller’s Crossing] 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Of all of the music in the world, why did you pick “Danny Boy” for that? 

Ethan Coen:  

Well, he's Irish. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

I guess, that's the end of that conversation. Okay. Now that city isn't mentioned, specifically, but you shot in New                    

Orleans, right? 

Ethan Coen:  

We shot in New Orleans. It's an unnamed city. It's supposed to feel more like a Northeastern city. We shot in New                      

Orleans just because, at the time it was very depressed and had a lot of preserved architecture that we needed. I                     

mean, architecture quite outside of the quarter and, "New Orleans" kind of architecture. But, just the kind of period                   

that we needed. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

And, it's got one of my favorite things, and I had to see the movie again. I usually don't see movies twice the same                        

day. Because, there's that scene where Gabriel Byrne goes into the ladies room I thought "Is that Albert Finney in                    

drag in that scene?" 

Joel Coen:  

Yes it is. We couldn't get rid of Albert. He'd finish shooting it. He came around and said, "Let me play a scene." I said,                         

"Well, all we have left is a scene in the ladies room." He said, "All right." We did him up and drag and that was the                          

last scene we shot. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah, it was. British men like that. 

Joel Coen:  

It's like Benny Hill kind of thing. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Because, he's not only in drag, but he does a take to the camera. 

Ethan Coen:  

It's really big too. It's really kind of disgraceful, the over acting. 
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Elvis Mitchell:  

I know. It's like something from the silent movies. What is he doing Louise jokes in this thing for? But, that's one of                       

the interesting cases to me, because people always talk about The Glass Key, but I see as much Red Harvest in this                      

as anything else. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. It's kind of all ripped off from Red Harvest and The Glass Key. 

Ethan Coen:  

In terms of the story, it's more like Red Harvest. Where a guy sets two gangs against each other and plays with the                       

fallout. But also, The Glass Key is the central relationship, the main two guys, Gabriel's character and Albert Finney. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah, the triangle is sort of from The Glass Key. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

But, that sort of outer structure. Because, when I first moved to Los Angeles, I always heard the stories about how                     

people want to do Red Harvest Forever. Had you guys ever tried to get your hands on it or something? 

Joel Coen:  

At one point, Alberto Grimaldi had it and Bernardo Bertolucci was going to make it, and there was a script done of it.                       

And, of course, it had been done before, because Caruso did it with you Yojimbo. And then, and then you know they                      

made the Spaghetti Western. But, the strict adaptation of the novel, I think was contemplated. I know it was                   

contemplated at one time by Bertolucci. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

That's weird, because I just thought what's great about it, is you're just using that structure and then giving this whole                     

story. And, it's the first time you use a character in a lot of ways, very similar to a Bridges in Lebowski. Somebody                       

who doesn't seem to know anything, but actually has all the keys to everything. And, I thought that was really                    

interesting to find out the very end that he's been on top of everything, which is not in either of those books, really. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. As Ethan said, it's about a character who, in order to find out what's going on, he throws it all up in the air,                         

confident that he's going to be able to either juggle it, or make sense of it or control the fall out, whatever happens.                       

He sort of creates chaos in order to reveal the answers or the truth. That's a real Hammett thing. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

But, generally in Hammett, we know that he's ahead of everybody else. And then, Yojimbo, we can tell from the                    

gleam in his eye, that he enjoys pitting everybody against each other. But here, until really the last few scenes, we                     

don't know that he's ahead of everybody else. He's basically getting punched in the face or led around by his nose.                     

And, that's interesting to save that till the very end, because it makes you look back on a movie. 
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Joel Coen:  

Yeah. That's true. Although, using that sort of protectionist as a punching bag is also very much there in Yojimbo. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

But still, you can get some pleasure out of that. But the other really cool thing is that, and I've just done to somebody                        

today, who said they didn't get that, the fact that there's this whole gay love triangle in the movie. And, half the time                       

people don't seem to understand that, which is kind of shocking to me. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah, it's pretty broadly written, it's not subtle. 

Ethan Coen:  

It's not subtext, it's text. 

Joel Coen:  

It didn't seem subtle to me either, but... 

Elvis Mitchell:  

When I hear people say that its like, how is there not a gay love triangle in it? 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah. Maybe it's because of the genre. People think, "Yeah, it's a gangster movie, so it couldn't be there. So, it's not                      

there." 

Elvis Mitchell:  

And that's not in Hammett anywhere either. 

Joel Coen:  

No, it's in Kane. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

It's very much a part of Kane. 

Ethan Coen:  

Well, actually, maybe in a small way, in The Maltese Falcon. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Well, yeah. But, in a very small way and he's basically playing them all against each other. Whereas here, just                    

making one of the major characters, JD Freeman's character, the most vicious character in the film, is that. And, I just                     

thought bringing all these things together, because that that felt to be more like a Kane bit again. So, I'd heard Glass                      

Key before I saw it. So, to see all these other things folded into it, means that you able to use all these things to solve                          

a lot of problems. 
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Joel Coen:  

Yeah. Well it is true, I think, to a certain extent. We are, obviously, close readers and big fans of all of those novels.                        

And, I think, part of it was, in reading the novels, thinking, "The strict adaptation of the novels create certain kinds of                      

plot problems as far as making a movie is concerned. And, maybe we can cobble something together." I think that                    

was the thought, really. From these different sources that worked better for us and as a movie, in terms of how the                      

plot unfolds. And, that's why we shamelessly cribbed so much, but told her own story with it. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

In a way it reminded me of what Altman did in A Long Goodbye. Just using all that stuff as a taking off point, rather                         

than holding to it, because it always seems weirdly dated. But, you guys made it like a period piece and very modern                      

at the same time. Based on the sexual politics, it's almost like the Borges at one point where John Turturro says,                     

"Yeah. My sister tried to teach me the arts. I'm big in artistry." Oh my God, there's incest in this too. It's like you threw                         

everything in there. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah, we kind of did. Yeah, right. That's all. Yeah, it's... Uh huh. Right. There's just something about all those,                    

apparently it's just all the peripheral characters being nice and vivid and colorful, in some way. And, partly it's that,                    

partly it's just wanting to give everybody a distinct agenda, that's important. And again, the color against the main                   

guy, and the main guy was also interesting to us. The kind of Hammett guy, who's not vivid in that way, but the whole                        

self-loathing, whatever it is, that Gabriel did so well. That was him against those, those other more outlandish                  

characters just seemed interesting. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

All those characters, having a separate really ruthless agenda made it feel operatic to me. That's why that music                   

plays so well, because it's so big. 

Ethan Coen:  

Right. It's big, yeah. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

I'm sorry. Go ahead. 

Joel Coen:  

Well, that's true. There are certain times in which, operatic has been the word that we've used to, for instance,                    

describe the kind of sound we were looking for to Carter. At the beginning of Fargo for instance, we told him that we                       

wanted something that was that big, operatic sounding in terms of the score. I don't know why that is. It's a direction                      

that we sometimes want to go, with material that you wouldn't normally think wants that kind of treatment. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Yeah. But, it's just that, the emotional scale is so big, that something like that or Fargo lends itself to opera, almost.                      

So, they're operatic stories who have those kinds of tragedies really. Right? 
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Joel Coen:  

Yeah. Right. They do and they don't. There's also something nice about the contrast, sometimes, of using something                  

that big, emotionally, in the score. Especially, at the beginning of Fargo, with something that seems to be starting out                    

rather quietly. It's just a big frozen landscape, and a guy going up to a bar to talk to a couple of losers. So, it's this                          

way of sort of amping the pending outcome, right from the beginning. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah. I'm still thinking about what you were talking about earlier, with Miller's Crossing. Another function of those,                  

again, big and vivid peripheral characters. There's the mystery of the movie, the literal mystery, which people kind of                   

lose track of and, who cares if the guy gets killed at the beginning and who shot him. But, also, just the mystery of                        

who's this one central character, who's not any of these things. He's not one of the gay characters. He seems like                     

one of the Irish gang, but maybe not, and he's not the Italian. And, that kind of Hammett idea was interesting to us.                       

And, the bigness promotes that if there's a question mark in the middle. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Yeah, it kind of obscures things, because you think back to the beginning of the movie, Albert Finney tells us who he                      

is. He tells that he's tough and he says he's smart, but we don't see any proof of that until the second to last scene in                          

the movie. So, it was like, these guys do really know each other and again, this is one of these movies that because                       

of that, it almost demands that you see it again. Because, there is that kind of big mystery in the center of it. And,                        

that, in the abstract, is really key more to have it than anybody else. Where, there are these unasked questions, or                     

unanswered questions. And, that's why, that movie to me, seems more distinctive and more singular, I think, than                  

anything you've done, because we don't know who the central character is. 

Joel Coen:  

Right. He is that unreadable character in the middle of all of these very readable people. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

And, how'd you decide on Gabriel for that? You talked about writing stuff for actors. How did he come around? 

Ethan Coen:  

Oh man, he came in, he just... A lot of people read, we just met a lot of people, and whatever that quality is, it was                          

just clear. Although, interestingly, when we wrote it, we assume these were all, the Irish gang, was second                  

generation Irish. The accent wasn't something that we had thought of. And Gabriel came in and said, "Actually,                  

looking the dialogue, I think it kind of sounds good with an Irish accent." And, read it accordingly. I mean at first we                       

thought... 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. I think we both arched an eyebrow at each other before he started reading it, and then went, "Well, he's right.                      

Why not have him first generation. Why not make him Irish?" The way he got the part was by coming in and reading                       

the scenes. 

Elvis Mitchell:  
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You had written the part that Finney plays for Trey Wilson, originally, right? 

Ethan Coen:  

Trey. He died, actually, he had a brain aneurysm. He died a few days before he was supposed to come down to New                       

Orleans to start shooting. 

Joel Coen:  

So, Albert came in and did that part with about three days. We called him up about three days before we started.                      

Actually, what we did was, we pushed the rehearsal back. Didn't we? Yeah, a week back. And, he came in. But, it                      

was written specifically for Trey. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Well, it's funny, because I mean you talk about writing for one person, but I Albert plays it so beautifully. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. I mean, Albert was very... it was kind of a remarkable thing that he did. We called him up just out of the blue.                         

He came to New Orleans for like five months, four months, whatever it was, two or three days later, and stepped into                      

a part that was written for somebody else, in a movie that was fairly low budget. It wasn't paying anything. It was                      

gracious extension of himself and who he was, to something that was written for somebody else. And, he was very                    

careful about wanting to know what it was, why we'd written it for Trey. And, what we were looking for, and how he                       

could somehow step into that, and do it in a way that would do the part justice and Trey justice, in a way. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

We'll just say for people that don't remember, that Trey Wilson was Nathan Arizona in Raising Arizona. And, he's also                    

the manager in Bull Durham, an amazingly vivid actor. And, what did you tell Albert when he's asking you what you                     

wrote for Trey? 

Joel Coen:  

I can't remember exactly, it was long time ago. But I do remember, it was very impressive, what Albert did in that                      

situation. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Because, the great thing about that performance, is that he's the most emotionally naked of anybody in the movie. As                    

soon as something happens or something is said, you know exactly what he thinks and feels. Is that the way it was                      

conceived, originally, or did he find that in it? 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah, he's both the King and he's a big baby in a way. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Completely a big baby. 

Joel Coen:  
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But, you want to feel, in certain respects, he's very capable. You have to also see why he's the king. That was,                      

essentially, the task. 

Ethan Coen:  

I can't believe we had him put his feet in those slippers. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

It's such a beautiful moment, though. That's something the king would do, he would put his slippers on. 

Ethan Coen:  

It's not too much, right? 

Elvis Mitchell:  

No, not at all. 

Joel Coen:  

Not those slippers. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

I love those slippers with the crown on them. That grace note at the end, pulling the cigar out of the pocket of the blue                         

jacket he had completely forgotten about. But, just that when he's in the bed listening to the music. It's so wonderful. 

Joel Coen:  

Oh, God. Uh huh. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

The next thing we have is, speaking of music. I want to have you tell the audience what you told Carter Burwell for                       

No Country for Old Men, which we will take a look at. My favorite theme for this movie, as a matter of fact. 

[Clip from No Country for Old Men] 

Elvis Mitchell:  

That's such a great scene, and it's all the tension there, because there's no music in it. And, I wondered when you                      

guys decided to basically make it... Because, music has been so key to everything you had done. What made you                    

decide to go that way with this? 

Ethan Coen:  

Well, cutting. Maybe this should have been a sign. We actually hadn't thought about music while we were writing the                    

adaptation, or making the movie. And, that's kind of unusual, that we hadn't really thought about what kind of music                    

might play with it. But, when you're cutting, and you don't quite know what to do, you frequently just slap music up                      
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against the scene and it's clear. It's just, palpably, immediately clear that it works or it doesn't work, or you should try                      

something else, because this has whatever kind of problem. And, in the process of cutting it and trying music against                    

it, it just suffered. No matter what we put against it, it just worked better without. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Really? 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Because, probably the only laugh that movie gets, is the music by Carter Burwell credit at the end. 

Joel Coen:  

Well, he did have a very bizarre assignment, which was to write end credit music for a movie that has no music                      

preceding that. And, actually, came up with something that I think is really a beautiful piece of music, and completely                    

appropriate. But, it was a weird thing to ask him to do. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

One of the things that, and we've talked about this, is when I read the book, I thought you guys would be ideal for it,                         

because it's almost like he was writing, anticipating that he would work with you. Because, there's so many                  

characters explaining themselves in the book, including Javier's character. And in the movie, you never have him                 

explain himself. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. Well, it's interesting that the character that Javier plays in the movie is, is much more verbose in the novel. He                      

does talk a lot more. I think, we may even have done a draft where a lot more of that was in. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah, we did. 

Joel Coen:  

In the original draft of the screenplay. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah. We did. Actually, the process of revising it was mostly paring stuff and losing stuff. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. In the novel, it's actually very interesting, what he says and how verbal he is. But, in a movie, in a dramatic                       

situation, it seemed to us it was, it was going to come across not as interesting. It wouldn't be interesting at all. It                       

would come across as the sort of gas bagging bad guy. And, the more we sort of took away, the more... 

Elvis Mitchell:  
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Threatening he was. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah, the more threatening he was. The more interesting he was. 

Ethan Coen:  

And, in some weird way, the more iconic he was. Yeah. Now it is a weird thing, because it does work in the novel.                        

But, in a movie, it's like the James Bond super villain who explains everything he's going to do and how bad he is. 

Joel Coen:  

We were afraid of people looking at their watch and, "When's this guy going to shut up?" Because, there's actually                    

quite a bit of talking quite in the novel, that he does. There's another thing too, which is, that in other ways... In the                        

novel, he's never physically described, and that's actually really effective in the novel. But, it's obviously, in a movie,                   

from the first glimpse, you're doing the opposite. I mean, he's embodied, there is a character looking a certain way,                    

and you're hearing his accent. I think one of the only pieces of physical description in the novel is something about                     

after leaving a room, someone notices he's wearing a foreign cologne or whatever that is, but it's the smell. There                    

had to be something else that you do, in the movie, that preserves part of that. It was Ethan that was saying that, sort                        

of mystery which, in the novel he gets by withholding any physical description of him. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

It's fascinating, too. I know we talked about this. It almost seems like a serious version of Raising Arizona, right down                     

to... 

Ethan Coen:  

Raising Arizona without the laughs. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Yes. 

Ethan Coen:  

That's how they should have sold it. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

But, you also had a great line back there, you said your Brossonian Western. 

Ethan Coen:  

Oh yeah. Well that's, again, in the novel. Right. There's a lot of attention to process. The characters do kind of define                      

themselves by what they do. In all of Cormac McCarthy's books, it's all really specific and very real, and puts you                     

right there, just because it is so specific. And, definitely wanted to preserve that. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

I say Raising Arizona, only because it even ends with Tommy Lee Jones talking about a dream, in the same way                     

Nicholas Cage talks about a dream at the end of Raising Arizona. 
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Joel Coen:  

Well that's true. I hadn't thought about that. That is true. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Well, I'm here to enlighten. I'm trying to help. But, I was fascinated by that though, because again, you compare the                     

two and just the paring away you guys did. But also, I was reminded a little bit of Raising, about Miller's Crossing, just                       

because, you often have characters who will talk a lot and not do anything, or where people don't say anything and                     

define themselves through action. And, that's what a lot of this movie is. Especially the Josh Brolin character. 

Joel Coen:  

Right. As Ethan was saying, that's the respect in which we sort of considered it Brossonian. Man escaped. And all the                     

pleasure is in watching the character actually do things in preparation for the escape. You watch all of the details of                     

what he's doing. I mean it... the pleasure of sort of watching how he decides to... seeing him take the grill off of the                        

radiator and finding the sash cord from the drape to tie around the handle of the briefcase and putting... making the                     

pole to shove it down into the air shaft. All of that is that process that's interesting to watch and sort of defines the                        

character sewing up... making the gun. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Well that whole sequence where the dog is chasing him and he has to do... He's very deliberate about taking the gun                      

and blowing the water out of it and getting ready for that. I mean that's... That really... Just seeing that this guy is at                        

his best or at his most comfortable when he has to use his body and basically react physically to things. 

Joel Coen:  

Right, right. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

How do you end up casting by like you've got that big scene in this movie written by Cormac McCarthy with a Brit and                        

a Spaniard in it. I mean, there are no Americans in that scene. 

Ethan Coen:  

That's true. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. 

Ethan Coen:  

But in fairness to us and our liberties, in the novel he does suggest that the Chigurh character is some kind of                      

foreigner. He's not... he's the one character who isn't native to the region. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

But she is. 
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Ethan Coen:  

So we have license there. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. And we were actually very skeptical about... The casting director suggested we see Kelly and we went, "You                   

know but she's Scottish." And she speaks with a thick Scottish accent. And she came in and she said... well, we                     

decided to see her. She came in and she said, "Oh, I spent an hour or two on the phone with a friend of mine from                          

Texas," and opened her mouth, started reading the scene, and sounded like she does in movie. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Wow. 

Joel Coen:  

So yeah. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Now how do you tell Tommy Lee Jones as somebody who's always used to being the hero that he's playing the guy                      

who doesn't help anybody? And his one big scene is he comes to the hotel room and everybody's gone. 

Joel Coen:  

He's late. It never came up. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Because often in casting you're using that already expectation of his heroism. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

In the movie. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. Yeah, right. There's an expectation in a good way. There's an expectation because of who Tommy is and of...                    

right... being the sort of capable person who's going to end up doing... And actually, to a certain extent, we were also                      

thinking that way about the character that Woody plays in the movie- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Which one? 

Joel Coen:  

Which you're meant to think when he walks in the room, okay, here's a worthy adversary. This guy is going... It's                     

going to be interesting, sort of whatever happens here as opposed to he just shows up and immediately gets killed.                    
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So yeah, there's a little bit... I think we may have even been thinking more specifically that way about Woody than                     

Tommy. 

Ethan Coen:  

Tommy certainly didn't have a problem with it. I mean he knows all of Cormac's... I mean Cormac is a big deal for                       

Tommy. I mean that... If that goes with that territory, it was Tommy's pleasure. I mean, I think he's shooting at                     

something of Cormac McCarthy's now. 

Joel Coen:  

Shooting a play. Yeah. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Oh gosh. Okay. Wow. Because I guess when I read the book and then reading it again after I saw the movie, I                       

thought there's so much stuff in this that would seem to lend itself to the movie. Like that big showdown Chigurh has                      

with the Mexican mafia. I mean all that stuff seems like movie stuff and you peeled it all away. Even that sort of old                        

subtext of Tommy's character, Josh and Javier really fighting all their separate wars in Texas. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. Well there's a lot in the book and like any other book, it was sort of a question of editing and also finding the                         

ideas that were interesting and just keeping it to those ideas. That is an interesting idea in the book, but it was part of                        

the sort of backstory that seemed like it would be more difficult to sort of do justice to. The confrontation with the                      

Mexicans is interesting because it... At one point there was sort of a deliberate decision to make that between... It's                    

the only time and we felt there had to be one time where you see this sort of direct confrontation between Javier's                      

character and Josh's character. And in the book, it's actually between Javier and these Mexicans who come into                  

town. So yeah, it's true. We changed that. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

But you didn't go out and find this on your own. Right. Scott Rudin brought it to you. Isn't that how it happened?                       

Because I would've figured that you would read that book and go, "yeah, we can do this." 

Joel Coen:  

Well Scott brought us the book when it was in galleys, so it hadn't been- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Oh, it wasn't published yet. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Okay. Now were you guys fans of McCarthy's before that? You read his stuff? 

Joel Coen:  
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Yeah, we'd read his stuff. Yeah. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Because again, he's the kind of writer like, and we were talking backstage before, James Dickey, who you guys seem                    

kind of ideal in terms of... because it's so much of their books are about the two things you do, the people talking or                        

people proving themselves. Men who are specifically proving themselves through action. So they both seem like                

ideal kind of writers for you to adapt. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah, I don't... Not even that we think about it in those terms, but yeah, we definitely felt an affinity for Cormac's stuff.                       

And for the James Dickey thing, the one movie that we actually spent a lot of time... the only time, I mean we're                       

actually kind of lucky that way in it's the only movie that we spent some time working on that didn't pan out... didn't                       

get made. But yeah, right. It has those same qualities. And again... And actually the James Dickey thing too                   

specifically had a lot about... had a lot of the qualities- 

Joel Coen:  

A lot of process. 

Ethan Coen:  

About process, but also about the kind of landscape it's... In this case it was... It's actually we should... To explain, it                      

was James Dickey's last novel To the White Sea that we tried to get made, which is about a tail gunner who's shot                       

down over Japan, over Tokyo, near the end of the war, the night before the firebombing of Tokyo. And it's a survival                      

story. He's kind of... he tries to make his way to Hokkaido, the North Island to sit out the war basically. But again, the                        

whole landscape thing in the-- 

Joel Coen:  

Actually there were a lot of very interesting, not that the novels are at all even remotely the same are connected, but                      

another interesting point of intersection is they're both novels that are really about, at least in part, about predation                   

and very much so each of them in a completely different way. I mean To the White Sea is about a kid who grew up in                          

the Brooks Range of Alaska and is a hunter and knows how to survive and is fascinated with birds, especially                    

predatory birds. And flies in this airplane that's shot down over Tokyo and has to survive. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Yeah. Basically the instinct of... and understanding the land and how to live on it. 

Joel Coen:  

Yes. And No Country for Old Men is also about how these... This hunter is essentially... About how the sort of the                      

prey and the predator sort of shift in the con... and during the course of this story what sort of happens and about a                        

lot of the same things. So it was interesting because there were... To the White Sea was the movie that never got                      

made, but in a weird sort of way making No Country for Old Men was a way of... And really in certain ways, almost                        

just coincidentally, a way to sort of make a movie with a lot of the same concerns. 

Elvis Mitchell:  
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Yeah. A lot of the same themes and a lot of the same kind of characterizations and even fairly bleak landscapes to                      

which there's really no way out of. I mean these are almost kind of postmodern takes on Hemingway or in both of                      

them. And I... And that kind of thread really you can find that in the movies and people get who really... You can go                        

back even to Randall Tex Cobb in Raising Arizona, just these people who are preternaturally suited for being on the                    

land and making their way through that. Then the sort of the city guy who has no reason being out there... The big                       

talker. And I'm just fascinated to hear you guys were doing both of these things because they do connect. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

But it makes me wonder, did the book almost feel too movie like because it's such a spare version of Cormac                     

McCarthy? I mean it's so stripped away. Did it feel like you had to take a bunch of stuff out to make it feel more like a                           

movie and less like the thing you were talking about where Chigurh is talking and you just kind of roll your eyes                      

about? 

Joel Coen:  

Well. You don't... I think the thing we first talked about was that the book alternates... The chapters of the book                     

alternate between Tommy's character just- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Point of view. 

Joel Coen:  

Long monologues essentially. And it's fully half of the book probably or maybe- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Maybe more. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. And the question was well what if anything do we do with that? You know, it's all fascinating and very funny                      

and we used parts of it. But the decision was made to sort of integrate it into certain scenes where really the scenes                       

that we... In the cross cutting where we go back to Tommy... We're integrating parts of that. 

Ethan Coen:  

But the rest of the book... I mean the book in terms of just it's plotline seem really well-suited to material for a movie                        

because it is kind of a... to a greater degree than any of Cormac's other stuff, a genre thing. I mean it's a chase story.                         

So it's a chase story with these bizarre interpolations of Tommy's character's interior monologues. But it is a chase                   

story and it seemed... We thought, "okay, it could be a movie." 

Elvis Mitchell:  

And chase stories are what you guys do? 

Joel Coen:  

Not the last one. 
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Elvis Mitchell:  

Not the last one, but up until the last one for the most part, because I won't give away too much about the last one.                         

But there is often a pursuit and collateral damage of the pursuit in people who- 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah, that's true. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

There's a woman who usually is the instigator or the catalyst for this and somebody's chasing money and it never                    

works out well for most of the people in the movie. 

Ethan Coen:  

Right. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. Well as my son says, "This isn't going to be another one of your depressing movies where everyone dies at the                      

end, is it?" 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Speaking of your son, when you guys were kids, did you make movies that were chase movies? I mean, were there...                     

you doing genre movies and you were shooting movies around here with your Super 8 Camera? 

Joel Coen:  

Actually, we did make some chase movies. Yeah. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah. 

Joel Coen:  

With Super 8 Cameras. 

Ethan Coen:  

This is deep. It's true. Yeah. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah, we did. We made a... One of the great chase movies was the very first movie we made with the Super 8...                       

Remade with a Super 8 Camera, which was The Naked Prey, the Cornel Wilde movie. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

You made that here? 

Joel Coen:  
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Yeah, we made that here with a friend from the neighborhood. And so you're right, it started... all started out with                     

chase movies. I have to say though, in our own defense, the next movie we adapted with the Super 8 Camera, it                      

was... These were both like three minute versions of it... was the Allen Drury novel, Advise and Consent. 

Ethan Coen:  

It's a Washington, D.C. melodrama. 

Joel Coen:  

So that's... We sort of broke the pattern there. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

I'm sorry. You made a three minute long version of-- 

Joel Coen:  

Maybe five minutes, but yeah, it was- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

That's a lot of speeches to cut out, isn't it? 

Ethan Coen:  

Well, especially since it's silent. We didn't have sound. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

How old were you when you guys got your first camera? How... What age were you? 

Joel Coen:  

I actually don't remember. We were probably- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Teenagers? 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah, 13, 14, something like that. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

And who... how would you divide the duties about who did what? I mean did you sit down and write them out or did                        

you try to improvise them or? 

Joel Coen:  

Well, The Naked Prey, we'd seen it the night before on television. We didn't really understand cutting, so we actually                    

cut it all on the camera where we would shoot one scene... We were doing parallel editing. It was quite sophisticated                     

where we would shoot... I think Ethan was my... You were one of the natives and a friend... but we would shoot a                       

scene, a chase... one side of the chase and then run over to another location to shoot what was happening at the                      
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same time, come back and shoot the other thing. The big advantage of that of course, is that when you get it back                       

from the drugstore, the movie is finished. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

I take it you don't still shoot that way anymore? 

Joel Coen:  

No, we- 

Ethan Coen:  

No. 

Joel Coen:  

But yeah that... I don't think we ever sort of wrote them up. I think we just- 

Ethan Coen:  

No, we weren't that uptight back then. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

I have some vague memory you telling me that you did some movie with Henry Kissinger in the title or something like                      

that? 

Ethan Coen:  

Oh yeah, that was me. I was Henry Kissinger. Henry Kissinger Man on the Go. We went out to the airport again...                      

Again speaking of uptight, this is when you could wander around the airport and shoot stuff. But yeah. Uh-huh. Henry                    

Kissinger Man on the Go. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

I'm sorry. What was the story of Henry Kissinger Man on the Go? 

Joel Coen:  

Well, it's about shuttle diplomacy. So it was mostly sort of in between flights. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah. 

Joel Coen:  

The one concession we made to sort of the local... We did... We also made a movie called Lumberjacks of the North,                      

which I think was our only sort of strictly speaking Minnesota movie. But yeah, those were the- 

Ethan Coen:  

We had flannel shirts. You use what you have. 
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Elvis Mitchell:  

And that was your first regional movie? That's when you understood that you stick to where you know. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Did you guys travel a lot as kids? Because the movies are really... it's like you've done your Southern, your Texas                     

movie and your Los Angeles movie. I just wonder if you moved around a lot or you want to use movies consciously                      

as a way to explore places. Because again, I can't think of any filmmaker who use regions so specifically to root the                      

movies. I just wonder where that comes from a little bit. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah. No. I don't. No, we were here. Our parents were both academics. We... no... We grew up here and didn't move                      

around a lot. I mean, didn't even vacation much outside of- 

Joel Coen:  

No. And I mean we had both spent some time for one reason or another in Texas in the South. And I think that's                        

partly why we've done several movies down there. We've actually lived in New York for decades, but have shot only                    

one movie there. And that movie was actually supposed to take place in Washington, D.C. but we shot, that was                    

Burn After Reading. That was all shot in New York. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Well why? Why New York other than D.C.? 

Joel Coen:  

It was just boring sort of a logistical production reasons because we had to be in New York and we couldn't travel at                       

that point. So yeah. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Okay. Well what was it like to come back here and shoot A Serious Man? 

Joel Coen:  

It was very interesting. We... It was interesting because it was sort of trying to recreate an environment that... In a                     

period way, because it was 1967 which is familiar... Having to do that is familiar to us. But having to do that in the                        

context of something that you remember from your own experience is... It was very... It had a different strange feeling                    

to it. And it was a lot of fun. So we actually went back to and shot the movie in essentially the places that we grew up                           

in. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

I wonder if that still looks the same as compared to... I mean I wouldn't because not being a native, I wouldn't know.                       

But how much of that has changed? 
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Ethan Coen:  

Well, not much. I... Not much really looks the same. Minneapolis has gotten bigger. I mean when we were kids, the                     

Foshay Tower was the tallest building on the skyline. Neighborhoods actually... The suburban neighborhood that we                

were looking for... The kind of home of the main family in the movie, you can actually find a lot of that architecture                       

preserved. It's all post-war track housing. But it doesn't look the same now by virtue of all the old growth trees that                      

are there now. 40, 50 years worth of trees that weren't there when it was bulldozed and they put up houses on it and                        

all that was in the neighborhood was saplings. And that kind of bareness... That was hard to find. The buildings per                     

se are still around, but the kind of bareness around them isn't still around. So we actually did a little bit of... Well we                        

did some tree removal on a street we found that was among the barest that we could find and did a lot of painting out                         

in a computer of a lot of the surrounding foliage. So that was- 

Joel Coen:  

We used the roof lines of the houses for mat lines and essentially erased all the trees behind the houses. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Wow. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Well because I thought of it only because in watching No Country, which kind of ends with the shaggy dog story, the                      

new movie starts with a shaggy dog story. That's sort of but not really connected to what goes on. And so it's funny to                        

have these movies come that close to each other. And I wonder how long writing that sort of prologue to A Serious                      

Man took versus doing the rest of the movie? I mean how these things came together? 

Joel Coen:  

Well we wrote it first. It was basically thinking about and reading a lot of Singer stories and I mean that's what it grew                        

out of. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Because I can... I won't ask much more about, but it's like the first part is like Singer and the second part is kind of                         

like Philip Roth almost, a Philip Roth story. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. I mean Philip Roth, right? And so specifically, no where... East Coast, but yeah. Yeah. I see what you mean. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

So the next clip is... We've been dancing around this... Raising Arizona. And again, another one of my favorite                   

scenes. So let's take a look at this. 

[Clip from Raising Arizona] 
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Elvis Mitchell:  

Twister... Wizard of Oz once again. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

It was amazing... before we get to this, the Philip Roth short stories, like When She Was Good, I mean those... That                      

kind of emotional feel and, and even to this, I mean because this... Raising Arizona kind of feels like a short story to                       

me. And I know you've done some writing of that. And I wondered if there are literary things that you guys... if you                       

read or do anything like that as you're writing a script to sort of give you catalysts or inspiration at all? 

Ethan Coen:  

Well, sometimes, as Joel mentioned when we were doing this, our last movie, the Isaac Bashevis Singer stories, kind                   

of Yiddish folk tale kind of stuff. But actually you were asking before if we traveled much and we hadn't, I mean how                       

to account for our interest in different regions. I... We read a lot. I mean we like... Again the whole Southern thing,                      

there's obviously a strong tradition of Southern storytelling. We've read Flannery O'Connor and Faulkner and               

whatever. And that's, yeah, I mean the sources for that part of what we do a lot. Yeah. The sources for a lot of it                         

might be more literary than any kind of firsthand travel we've done. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Yeah. Because that kind of short story writing of O'Connor and Faulkner, and those are two of my favorites in terms                     

of short story writing, really... I mean your stuff again, in a lot of cases, Raising Arizona or the new movie, feel like                       

short stories to me. They feel like there are literary antecedents to them. And I just wonder if coming up in the                      

academic household that that was just kind of one of the ways that you guys were kind of inspired to make movies...                      

Thinking that one day there might be a movie in something like this that you've read? 

Joel Coen:  

Well, it is true that there are sometimes even in genre things that literary sort of... People sort of often think looking at                       

our stuff that they're very much influenced by other movies in that particular genre. But in fact it's often the books that                      

those movies were based on that we're thinking about more. And that, I mean we were talking about Hammett and- 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah, it's actually-. 

Joel Coen:  

and Cain. 

Ethan Coen:  

It's actually kind of refreshing to have spent some time talking about Hammett when most movie critics... Movie                  

comes out, when Miller's Crossing came out, all they could talk about was gangster movies. Since you know, it was                    
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about gangsters and what they know is movies. But right, that's a case in point. We were more interested in Hammett                     

and those novels than the movies that derived from them. 

Joel Coen:  

Or when we were making The Man Who Wasn't There... I mean we were specifically thinking about Cain. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Cain, sure. 

Joel Coen:  

When we were making The Big Lebowski, we were sort of thinking about Chandler so... But not... Yeah, not so much                     

the movies that have been made from Chandler books as Chandler's novels or Cain's novels as opposed to the                   

movies that have been made from those, Postman Always Rings Twice and so it's... Double Indemnity. So yeah, I                   

mean, yeah. 

Ethan Coen:  

In some weird way we always thought that Barton Fink was a Jim Thompson story. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

That makes sense. I was thinking seems like David Curtis but that same kind of thing. I mean whenever I see one of                       

your movies I always think that they have the shape of stories rather than... I mean certainly you can see the film                      

quotes in them and then it's kind of not hard to miss, but I feel more like there's a kind of a literary tradition that they                          

come out of. 

Joel Coen:  

Well right. I mean we're... Barton Fink's interesting because it sort of came out of thinking of two things or sort of the                       

marriage of two things. It was Jim Thompson because he often would sort of, in one book in particular, sort of set the                       

story in a big empty hotel. I can't remember which one it was. It might have been A Hell of a Woman or I can't                         

remember which book but... and we'd also both read this Otto Friedrich book called City of Nets- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Yes. 

Joel Coen:  

Which was not... Is- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

A great kind of literary history of Los Angeles. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. Mostly sort of about German expats in LA during the war. But it was... but sort of a history of that period of Los                         

Angeles. And it was sort of those two things coming together that got us thinking about the story. 
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Elvis Mitchell:  

Because do people not ask you a lot about the literary? I mean the- 

Ethan Coen:  

No. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Because that seems like so evident to me then. And it kind of always has because I could almost see a published                      

version of Raising Arizona in my head somehow. And also when you did the... did that adaptation of No Country just                     

felt like... By who read a lot and knew what the difference is between a movie versus a book and what you have to do                         

in an adaptation. You have to trust the audience a little bit rather than being able to feed them information. And you                      

guys trust the audiences a lot. And it's one of these... I always think that people catch up with your movies one movie                       

away. Like in the reviews they'll say, "If only this one has been as good as this one," when they had panned that one                        

before. It almost takes like a while for people to catch up with it because you've defeated expectations a little bit. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah... audience. Well, yeah, right. I mean, right. You want to be ahead of the audience. I mean certainly you want to                      

be... Whatever happens next to be not what the audience is expecting to happen next, but that's just, yeah, that's the                     

thing, man. I, yeah. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Turning to the clip list... Speaking about adaptations, you just mentioned this... Because I think we talked about this                   

before too... Just the sources for Big Lebowski and specifically for Lebowski because I really felt like it was using that                     

fiction for a taking off point, like I said before, the way Altman used The Long Goodbye. 

Joel Coen:  

Right. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

It just... It's so antiquated and so much of that period that you've got to do something to make it feel like it belongs to                         

the present rather than the past. So let's take a look at a really interesting scene from The Big Lebowski. 

[Clip from The Big Lebowski] 

Joel Coen:  

That's a good gag. 

Ethan Coen:  

I enjoyed that. Yeah. See, we haven't seen most of this stuff since we finished working on it. I actually really enjoyed                      

that. That was good. It's a classic gag, isn't it? 

Elvis Mitchell:  
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Oh my God, it's so great. How did that come up? Because I mean the first time I saw this I didn't even see the rest of                           

the scene. I laugh so hard. And also that take where it seems to register everything five seconds later. Where did that                      

gag come from? 

Ethan Coen:  

We wrote it... Actually for some reason it was that page we added. It was before we shot the scene, but it was after                        

we'd done that... After we'd done the script. I remember doing the insert on Ben's hand, Ben Gazzara's hand is...                    

we're just on his hand. His mouth is off obviously. So he's doing the doodle. He actually did the doodle, and he was                       

saying as we were rolling and as he was drawing, he was saying, "Boys, why am I drawing the dick?" 

Elvis Mitchell:  

But talk about the casting for this. Because again, going back to... Sorry... Like Miller's Crossing, again, it's like                   

everybody has an agenda and the hero doesn't seem to not know what's going on. But in fact he does have the big                       

scene in the end when he's cracked everything, which is another big interesting reveal. Again, it feels almost operatic                   

in that way. And then you talked about getting Carter to compose a score that way, but it feels like that. And even that                        

Dylan song kind of sets it up. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. Well, the Dylan song... Yes, exactly. But that... Right. I don't know, it just amused us to sort of write a detective                       

story where the detective, the guy who was trying to figure things out, mind is perpetually befogged with dope. And                    

yeah, it's... it was sort of an attempt as you were saying, like The Long Goodbye, to do sort of a genre thing, but sort                         

of bring it into a different context. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Because just... I just wonder when you go to the actors, I mean, because generally you think something like The Big                     

Sleep, which works so well because all those characters are so vividly drawn, but the central protagonist then really                   

isn't, but here again because he's so befogged that when he finally clears his head enough to think, he kind of cracks                      

this whole thing in a way that none of us would ever have guessed. And when you go to someone like... When you                       

go to Jeff Bridges and you show it... say this is the character, what was that conversation like? 

Ethan Coen:  

Jeff was... It was- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Because this isn't far from the real Jeff Bridges. They should know. I mean, I've spent time with Jeff Bridges. 

Joel Coen:  

Well, Jeff resisted doing this originally... initially a little bit. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah, he was not on board. 

Joel Coen:  
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He wasn't on board. Yeah, he... It took some convincing. And yeah, I remember going up to his house at one point                      

before we... when we were sort of trying to get him to do the movie and sitting down with him and saying, "You know                        

what, you're really perfect for this." Really? 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah, it was that kind of conversation, but once he came on ... Jeff is also interesting in that we rehearsed this for a                        

couple of weeks before we shot it because we wanted to shoot a lot of it, this stuff with the three guys in a single                         

three shots without cutting, but we wanted all the dialogue, all the cues to be picked up and seen almost sort of                      

improvised. 

Joel Coen:  

So they had to learn it like a play and Jeff doesn't betray much in a rehearsal either. He's one of these actors who                        

you just mumbles and you can barely hear him in rehearsal and you don't really see what he's going to do until the                       

camera starts rolling, but he was amazing in it. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah. He just totally got it. I mean, by the end of the movie, all he talked about at the beginning of a scene, he'd just                          

say, "Did the dude burn one on the way over?" And if we said, "Yes," he'd- 

Joel Coen:  

Rub his eyes. 

Ethan Coen:  

And that was it. 

Joel Coen:  

Which is what we like in an actor. It actually reminds me of something John Malcovich told us recently. 

Joel Coen:  

We really enjoyed working with Malcovich too on Burn After Reading and he said, wasn't it Woody Allen? 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah. 

Joel Coen:  

Woody Allen had said he'd gotten word that Woody Allen ... he'd done this movie with Woody Allen. Woody Allen had                     

said something about wanting to find more actors like John Malcovich and John said, "What does he mean by that                    

exactly?" So, he went back to Woody and he said, "What did you mean by that?" 

Joel Coen:  

And Woody said, "Actors who don't ask questions." 

Ethan Coen:  
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Billy Bob Thornton was also like that, a really great actor for us. We did this thing called Man Who Wasn't There, his                       

character was called, was named Ed Crane and he would start asking an actor a question like, "Would the character                    

do this or should I just be Ed?" 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Well, he has one of my favorite things, because you guys know how much I love Intolerable Cruelty and that first                     

scene he has with Clooney where the words were just tumbling out of his mouth. It's almost a parody of bad soap                      

opera acting. It's one of the greatest things I've ever seen in a movie. I mean, what do you say in a scene, in an                         

exchange like that? How do you explain to them what the character ... So, does he know and just say, "Oh, should I                       

just be this guys?" 

Joel Coen:  

Oh, thank you for- 

Ethan Coen:  

Well, no, yeah, he knows. I mean, just like Jeff knew. He knows. They're good because they get it. They just read the                       

script and know. They get the joke. 

Joel Coen:  

And Billy is interesting because he understands. He's also a writer and he reads. So, he almost comes at it like a                      

writer. 

Joel Coen:  

He understood immediately in both parts that he did. Both the one where he's just, as you say, rattling it all off like a                        

bad soap opera actor. He got that immediately and at the other end of the spectrum when we did The Man Who                      

Wasn't There, he understood that he couldn't embellish that at all. That had to be really simple and it was really hard                      

to do to just sit there and be that passive and reactive and still be interesting, but no, he's a very smart actor. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Because you guys use a lot of the ... I mean, you talk about actors who must get it and clearly, Steve Buscemi and                        

John Goodman are actors who get it because you've used them so many times. 

Joel Coen:  

Well, yes. The way we met Steve was he came in, and that was on Miller's Crossing and we essentially said to the                       

casting director, "Whoever can say this stuff the fastest gets the part." 

Joel Coen:  

And Steve was ... but we've used him I think, in five other movies. Steve is amazing because he's incapable of a bad                       

performance, I think. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

The way that Touturo describes his character, he's like, "He's totally hopped up." You go, "Of course he was because                    

he talks faster than Martin Scorsese does in that first scene." 
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Elvis Mitchell:  

It's almost a thought balloon full of words over his head in that first time we meet him. What was the first meeting with                        

John Goodman like? 

Ethan Coen:  

Do you remember it? 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Because it was basically your second movie. 

Joel Coen:  

Goodman we met ... where did we? We met him in New York. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Had you seen him on stage before you casted him? 

Joel Coen:  

We had seen him in something, some small part and he'd done Big River, hadn't he? 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah, absolutely. 

Joel Coen:  

Which we hadn't seen, but yeah. He'd done Big River on Broadway, but no, I don't really remember. I don't remember                     

actually the first time we met him. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

But since then have you basically, whenever you've cast him it's because you've written a part for him? 

Ethan Coen:  

Yes. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Because I just like that mix of new actors and actors who've been in your rep company, like seeing Bridges with                     

Buscemi and John Goodman. It's just fascinating to watch that and you must like that, too, bringing every once in a                     

while somebody who can change the dynamic of the room, right? 

Ethan Coen:  
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Right. It's stimulating. You wouldn't want to work with just the familiar faces. I mean, actually that's another reason                   

why No Country For Old Men was interesting because, since it was an adaptation, we hadn't created any of the                    

characters, so, we hadn't written any parts for any of the familiar faces and that was virtually the whole cast was                     

people we hadn't worked with. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Except Stephen Root. 

Ethan Coen:  

Except Steve Root. Yeah. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Who again, is a great addition and he has a different speaking rhythm in every movie you write for him. 

Joel Coen:  

That's true. Yeah. He was actually ... We met him on O, Brother and he was rather shocking actually, for first time he                       

came in. He came in with that full blown thing that he does with the recording studio guy. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

So, he really came in as that character? 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah, he pretty much did. Yeah. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

And where's he from? Is he from the South? 

Joel Coen:  

I don't believe so. No. I'm not sure about that, but I don't think so. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Because he's played a couple of southerners for you and I was just thinking about his scenes with Marlon Wayans in                     

Lady Killer, which is one of my favorite things- 

Ethan Coen:  

He is so good. He's so funny. In O, Brother Where Art Thou?, he's just shameless. It's such a big hammy thing, but in                        

that, it's much drier, but as funny. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

I think funnier just because when he does get the pay off, when he does get bribed by Marlon Wayans, you're                     

wondering how he's going to react to it. He gives so little. What he's going to do? He just sort of takes the money.                        

Okay. Yeah. 
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Elvis Mitchell:  

So with all this talk about adaptations, coming to The Lady Killers, which is a movie, I think, that has a reputation that                       

betrays the fact that almost nobody's seen it. The way people talk about it, you go, "Wait, you haven't seen this                     

movie." 

Elvis Mitchell:  

So, it's just this received knowledge that it's a classic and I think people feel like they've seen it because it's an Alec                       

Guinness movie, but it's not Our Man In Havana, any of those others. So, what made you want to do something like                      

that, a movie that people felt they knew, but they didn't? 

Joel Coen:  

We actually fell into that in a weird way because when we were originally asked by Barry- 

Ethan Coen:  

Barry Sonnenfeld, he was going to make the movie. So, we did it basically as a writing job. Then he couldn't make it                       

for whatever scheduling reasons, whatever reasons. 

Joel Coen:  

He was going to make it at Disney and we wrote it for him. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

And you saw Barry Sonnenfeld was the cinematographer for interesting movies? 

Joel Coen:  

Barry Sonnenfeld, yeah. I think he had a deal with Disney, but he made another movie with them and then moved on                      

to something else. The script was there and the studio asked us if, since we'd written it, if we wanted to make it and                        

we decided to do it, but it wasn't something that we sat down and said, "Let's do a remake of Lady Killers." It was                        

brought to us, originally done as a writing job and then we decided to make it when Barry fell out. 

Ethan Coen:  

But that, it was a beloved, wonderful movie that people cherished was ... I mean, that made it attractive for us to ... It                        

was something we could desecrate. 

Joel Coen:  

We're doing that again by the way, hopefully. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

You're doing it again? 

Joel Coen:  

Well, no. The next movie we do, it's likely that we'll do an adaptation of the Charles Portis novel True Grit. 
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Elvis Mitchell:  

Oh, you're now going to the book, though? 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Because it's a great book. 

Joel Coen:  

It's a great book. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

And basically you could still make a movie from the book. 

Joel Coen:  

Right, it has kind of, has been made. 

Ethan Coen:  

That's true. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Because we're talking about Barry Sonnenfeld and we might as well take a look at a clip from Blood Simple that has                      

something in it that I really want to talk to you guys about, because I think nobody really ever mentioned it to you. 

[Clip from Blood Simple] 

Elvis Mitchell:  

I'm glad you guys brought up Faulkner and O'Connor because people don't really talk about the way you deal with                    

race in the movies. It's been a concern in a few and in O, Brother, certainly that whole thing with the slave ship in                        

Barton Fink. I was fascinated with that the first time I saw this, because I remember seeing in the audience about a                      

third of black people laughing out loud when all the rednecks start shaking their head when he puts on the Motown                     

song. That was a pretty radical thing to do in a movie in the mid-eighties because people still don't deal with the race.                       

I just wonder when you do it, how do you come to that? Because I think it's a fascinating thing that you guys do and                         

that you do deal with it. 

Ethan Coen:  

Oh, geez. I don't even know that we deal with it- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

But you are commenting on it in ways, like in that or in the scene with the Native American and the Asian in Fargo. It                         

ends up being a part of the movies. 
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Joel Coen:  

Yeah. 

Ethan Coen:  

Right. 

Joel Coen:  

Well, it gets to- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Oh, even The Ladykillers, too, by the way. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah, and The Ladykillers. The Ladykillers probably in certain ways, more explicitly than ... it gets back to the whole                    

thing, to a certain extent of it may seem in certain respects unusual in certain parts of our movie, the way we deal                       

with race. In our minds, it's all connected with this idea of imagining stories and specificity, being specific as opposed                    

to trying to be, for lack of a better word, vanilla about it. 

Joel Coen:  

To bring it back even further, it's the same discussion that we were having before about regional specificity, too. It's                    

impossible to think about characters or stories without thinking about those specific things. Those specific things                

imply other things that are interesting, or set up weird ... tell you more about the story or set up reverberations or                      

conflicts between the characters, wherever it happens to be. 

Joel Coen:  

I don't think it's ever a conscious decision to talk about race or comment on race any more than we're saying, "Let's                      

talk about this region or comment on the region. Let's use it because it's going to make the story more specific, more                      

interesting and something we can actually think about as a story as opposed to something amorphous in general." 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah. I mean I was going to say, right, we don't really deal with it or we don't really address it. The characters are                        

what they are and if there's respect in which we're different from some people who make movies and after all, it is a                       

big mass market thing; the only difference is we just kind of don't give a shit about people's sensitivities, you know                     

what I mean? 

Elvis Mitchell:  

No, I do. Again, in Ladykillers, it's that whole generational thing and then that hilarious between Marlon Wayans and                   

your demolitions expert ... another actor you've used quite a few times, he's saying- 

Ethan Coen:  

J.K.-- 
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Elvis Mitchell:  

Yeah, J.K. Simmons, so he's giving them this whole speech about having been one- 

Ethan Coen:  

"Do you know the freedom riders are?" Yeah. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

This kid couldn't care less and he pulls out his gun on him. 

Joel Coen:  

Exactly, and that's what's interesting about them as characters and to think about them as ... and They're familiar,                   

and that's funny. As Ethan said before, it's both not caring about not caring about people's sensitivities and also, at                    

the service of the story, you're trying to think of the story but also not much interest on the other side of being ...                        

constructing a story that's supposed to be a comment about race, per se. That's something that wouldn't be                  

interesting to us, that the story is all geared towards that. The story is constructed or designed to make a specific                     

social point or comment- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

You use it to make character points and also, I guess I always find it interesting because when race is used, it's used                       

to create comic tension, like in that scene we just saw. Just to deal with people's discomfort about it and rather than                      

making a big statement about it, just to show how absurd that is. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah. And again, there's that aspect and The Ladykillers, too. 

Ethan Coen:  

Right, but it's dramatic fodder as opposed to something we're commenting on. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Yeah, but again, it works, that kind of specificity you're talking about. It works in the context of the movie and                     

characters rather than using it to make a big statement that, in fact, wouldn't be saying anything about anything. I                    

think we all know that the race is an issue, and you guys deal with it in just these really funny and tense ways. 

Joel Coen:  

You don't know quite how people are going to ... it was an issue with the last thing that we did, too, obviously. Part of                         

the interest there was certainly saying, "Well, we want it to be specifically about not just a Midwestern community and                    

not just even a Jewish community, but a Midwestern Jewish community." So that was what was interesting to us as a                     

context for a story. And then, the more specific you get about that, you're being specific. So, you're saying, "Hey, I'm                     

making them. People are going to react.' 

Elvis Mitchell:  
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Now, how autobiographical is A Serious Man, since you brought it up? Because it is about a Jewish family in                    

Minneapolis in the sixties. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah, a Jewish family in the suburbs ... in fact, we grew up in St. Louis Park, which still has a large Jewish minority- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

With an academic father in the family- 

Ethan Coen:  

And then the father in the movie is an academic and in terms of that environment, right; that's all autobiography. That                     

is where we were. This is where we grew up and that is the familiar environment from our childhood, but in terms of                       

this story, what actually happens to each of the characters, and even in terms of who the characters in the family are,                      

that's all made up. That's all story. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Well, before hypothermia sets in this room, one last clip. I brought this up because we're talking about A Serious Man                     

and this clip pre-stages A Serious Man. It's clip I've mentioned to you before, from The Man Who Wasn't There, the                     

Tony Shalhoub speech. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Let's take a look at that and then you guys can explain and then we can go out for coffee and blankets for something. 

[Clip from A Serious Man] 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Not only could that be the theme of all your movies, but it's a big key aspect of A Serious Man. 

Joel Coen:  

The main character played by Michael Stuhlbarg in A Serious Man is a physics professor and he talks at the                    

beginning of the movie about something called Schrödinger's Paradox, which is the same issue about looking at                 

something and changing it. 

Ethan Coen:  

And the movie is about the character trying to get to ... he's a physics professor, he's trying to, he has a various                       

things happen to him during the course of the movie and he's trying to get a handle on things in the larger meanings                       

and not succeeding. It's all proving kind of elusive. 

Ethan Coen:  

So yes, right. Mm-hmm. 

Elvis Mitchell:  
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Also it points out that you guys write great speeches and it's something you've been doing for a while. Maybe one of                      

you saw a lot of plays as kids, just because genre movies tend to not have big speeches in them, and you write great                        

monologues for people to do. I wonder where that comes from for you as writers. 

Ethan Coen:  

Geez, I don't know. No, we didn't go to plays. I don't think either of us went to play much as kids. We did go to the                           

Guthrie occasionally. Our parents would drag us to the Guthrie, which then, was next door here, but no. 

Ethan Coen:  

We saw a lot of movies on TV, but play going was not a big deal in our childhoods. I don't know, just writing                        

monologues ... we write gabby characters sometimes as you've mentioned and just how the character talks is part of- 

Joel Coen:  

I mean, I think it's the flip side of what we were talking about before in terms of characters that you learn about                       

through process. Often, the way you get a handle on a character and start to think about a character or even realize                      

... just come up with who is this person? It starts with, "How do they talk?" And then sometimes we get a little carried                        

away with that. 

Joel Coen:  

As Ethan was saying, they turn into very gabby characters but I don't know. It's a way of discovering who the                     

character is and then one thing leads to the next. 

Ethan Coen:  

In the case of the scene you just saw, that's a very particular thing. That guy, Tony Shalhoub, plays a lawyer and it's                       

meant to suggest he's picturing himself addressing a jury. In his own mind of speech, it a type of monologue. 

Joel Coen:  

Actually we, even with Tony, we liked ... the first time we used him, we like to make him a motormouth, too. I mean,                        

we used him in Barton Fink as a motormouth studio executive, but there's something about ... it's a strength of Tony                     

and it plays into something in his performance style that amuses us, I think. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

But almost here, this almost lit like he's giving a big speech on stage, too. He's got that big spotlight and that back                       

shot is almost like something from Lenny, where he's giving this big speech and he's in love with the sound of his                      

own voice. I mean, he's a ham as a lawyer. 

Joel Coen:  

Right, right, right. And then he gives ... I can't actually even remember how much of it we used in the movie, his big                        

summation to the jury- 

Ethan Coen:  

Oh, we used almost none. 
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Joel Coen:  

Yeah, it was just- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Was it a big one that you wrote? 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah, we wrote, actually- 

Joel Coen:  

We wrote it and we filmed it and then it ends up being mostly describing voiceover by the Billy Bob character. 

Ethan Coen:  

Yeah, but actually we knew it was going to play in voiceover and in spite of that, we had to write a long speech for                         

Tony just so Tony's lips would be moving, so there was something for the voiceover to be playing over. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Well, that leaves to the other question, too, that the majority of the films you've done have been period pieces and                     

that has to come from somewhere. Is it evoking these things that you read and seen in the periods of- 

Ethan Coen:  

Well, partly again, it's just connected to wanting to make it specific in a way that present day is the default thing. It's                       

nothing. It's too familiar. It's nothing. In a way, it's the off switch on the specificity, you know what I mean? If you really                        

identify the time and place, it seems like, I don't know why, this might not even make sense, but in some way, it                       

seems like a given period is more specific than today. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah, that's one thing and then the other thing is that one of the pleasures of making movies is creating a world.                      

None of our movies are exercises in naturalism, so putting something into a period is part of the way you can create                      

an alternate world and again, it's a way of removing it from naturalism, in a strange way, because it's the past. It gives                       

you license to do certain things or to ... there's another way of, and a weird way, of abstracting it. 

Ethan Coen:  

If you remove it from the audience's firsthand experience, then the world is what you tell them it is and they're not                      

going to argue. 

Ethan Coen:  

You tell them it's a true story and- 

Elvis Mitchell:  

They'll believe it. 
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Elvis Mitchell:  

Well, this last clip, I don't know if you guys were warned about this or not, but it addresses your effect on popular                       

culture. 

Joel Coen:  

We've heard about this, I've never seen it. 

Ethan Coen:  

I don't know what it is. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Let's take a look at it, you guys in the audience can see, and then we can talk about exactly. 

[Clip from the Simpsons referencing Barton Fink] 

Ethan Coen:  

That's funny. You can see the pissed off kids leaving the theater. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Part of that makes me think about ... you make a movie like Barton Fink and you said in this past that is really                        

influenced by all the things that you've read and seen. There's nothing real about it. If you ever even think about the                      

audience expectation or what they're going to take away from what this is going to be- 

Joel Coen:  

Oh, yeah. We're always thinking about that. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Do you? Because I wonder if you feel like you're making these movies for yourselves first and foremost, or when the                     

audience consideration comes into play. 

Joel Coen:  

Well, it's mixed up. You use yourself, obviously, as the first audience, what would I like to see? But then you solve the                       

specific problems of how you realize it based on what's going to work. And by work, what you're thinking about is,                     

"How is it going to affect a larger audience?" 

Joel Coen:  

You know what I mean? "What's going to work, how do you put it across? How do you get the laugh? How do you                        

make it suspenseful?" It's not going to be suspenseful for you. It's how you're communicating that to a larger                   

audience. So you're always thinking about it in a way. Always. 

Ethan Coen:  
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It's totally impersonal, certainly as it regards us. You're thinking, "What's going to work here?" It doesn't have any                   

reference to us. "What's going to make the scene go? What would be good here?" 

Ethan Coen:  

That's about as specific demographically as we get. We're not thinking about, "We're looking for a mass audience or                   

a small audience or we're looking to please ourselves." 

Ethan Coen:  

It's more like problem solving. "What would be good here? What's going to work?" 

Joel Coen:  

And by that, you're always conscious of making something that somebody else is going to see, somebody in the                   

abstract. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Because now coming from True Grit, this will be another adaptation for you. You've done several, from Ladykillers to                   

No Country, and now to this. What is it about doing these adaptations, at this point in your career, as compared to all                       

the originals you'd done before, that attracts you to them? 

Ethan Coen:  

That's a good question. I don't know. We hadn't done any for years and now we're doing them. Whatever it turns out                      

to be. Every other movie it seems. I don't know. 

Ethan Coen:  

There's the two of us and that's good. It gets things going. It's always enjoyable. Actually, we collaborated once with                    

Sam Raimi, a friend of ours on one of our scripts, but there's also something that's related to what you were talking                      

about, mixing up old actors and new actors. New to us. There's something stimulating about getting another                 

ingredient. 

Joel Coen:  

Yeah and adaptations, in terms of what you're attracted to, it's a funny thing. It's a combination of, it has to, in a                       

sense, feel natural to your own sensibility. 

Joel Coen:  

Often, you can get sent something and you go, "Why would I ... we can write that. Why would we do it?" And in fact,                         

in a way, you're looking for something you can't write, or it wouldn't occur to you to write, but it still feels natural to                        

your sensibility, in the sense that you feel like you can make this right. You know what to do with it. You understand it                        

and you know how to make it into a movie and it appeals to you at all those levels. But it's not necessarily a story you                          

could have come up with on your own. So I mean, that's part of it, too. 

Elvis Mitchell:  

Well, on that note, let's thank Minneapolis's own Coen Brothers. 
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